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Abstract
Without trust, buyers may not join a coalition. Despite the tremendous need
for trustworthy relationships in buyer coalitions, no current buyer coalition
scheme explicitly tackles confidence issues with blockchain technology. This
study proposes an algorithmic design, the blockchain-based trusty buyer
coalition scheme, to satisfy the trust requirement among different actors
while forming the coalition. All activities forming a coalition through a
decentralized public ledger can be explicitly examined. Consequently, the
proposed algorithm can ensure anonymity within a community, resulting
in trusting relationships. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm can ensure
correctness and accountability by recognizing misbehavior and enforcing
alternative forms of punishment. Additionally, the discovered algorithm can
be applied to mobile commerce applications.
Keywords: Digital signature, trusted third party, group buyer coalition,
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1 Introduction
Recently, buyer coalitions are becoming increasingly significant, particularly
in electronic commerce (e-commerce). The buyer coalitions provide benefits
to both buyers and sellers. In general, a buyer coalition is a group of consumers who join together to bargain with sellers to purchase similar goods
at a greater discount [1]. More importantly, consumers may increase their
negotiating power and negotiate more favorably with the sellers at lower
prices while buying items. Thus, a buyer coalition helps drive down the
monetary value of participant contact. If the lot’s price is less than the normal
retail price, the buyers will profit from buying the goods in large bundles/lots
by buyer coalitions. On the other hand, if the wholesale marketing expense
(e.g., ads or bidding costs) is less than that of retail marketing, the sellers
will benefit from selling the goods in larger packages by buyer coalitions.
For real-life e-commerce, there is usually a third party, which is generally
the website that facilitates the buying and selling process. Before the buyer
coalition process, the buyers secretly provide the reservation price on the
website and receive the coalition price in exchange. There is also a loosely
established coalition for buying. Buyers only know if they can buy a product
and how much they have to pay for it. Although the buyer coalition process
takes place quickly through the third party, the facts and some important
information, such as the exact numbers of the buyers formed and the proposed
price of each buyer, are not disclosed. Consequently, particularly for the buyer
coalition, there is a need to provide a testable third party.
There are already several buyer coalition systems. Many works do
not explicitly address the relationship attributes—namely, the general and
algorithmic aspects of buyer coalitions with bundles of items [2–5],
multi-attribute coalitions [6–8], the strategy [9], the marketing/distribution
approach [10], the knowledge management perspective [11], the mechanisms
[4, 12–15], and having incomplete information [16, 17]. The second group
of work explicitly addresses the relationship attributes, such as ‘trust’ and
‘power’ [18]. Trust is a measure of confidence in another party’s integrity
and justice, and it is vital for successful coalition formation. In the absence of
trust, none of the participants will want to join the coalitions. Despite many
existing buyer coalition schemes, no current scheme explicitly considers trust
in a third party. Furthermore, despite extensive study on trusted third parties
in other research fields, few studies prove the benefits of buyer coalitions
formed as a result of trust, which is one of the reasons buyers may desire to
build such coalitions.
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A buyer coalition scheme is also commonly implemented with a trustable
third party using a group signature, which is generally a digital signature that
allows a member to anonymously sign a message on behalf of the group.
As a result, executives and members alike are interested in this group signature scheme. A trustworthy group authority can manage each group as the
members join and leave the group and can reidentify individual signatories
in disputes. Moreover, different groups can choose to be governed by the
same trusted group authority, or leadership over the group may be thoroughly
distributed among its members. Similarly, the buyer coalition schemes using
a group signature provide all buyers with the same information as the group
information and guarantee anonymity, which ensures trust because a trusted
group authority can confirm. However, it will be more trustworthy to have a
transparent third party working on behalf of a group authority, as the primary
purpose of this study.
Blockchain is a distributed ledger technology that enables data to be
stored globally on thousands of peer-to-peer network servers while allowing
everyone on the network to see the entries of anyone else in real-time [19].
The proof makes it difficult for one person to obtain control of the network.
Furthermore, the blockchain is immune to changing its data because, without
altering all subsequent blocks, the data cannot be altered once registered in
any given block. This evidence helps the participants independently validate
and inspect transactions. Satoshi Nakamoto effectively improved blockchain
design by applying a mechanism to time stamp blocks without needing a
trusted party to sign them [20]. Recently, the applications of blockchain
can be found widely. For cryptocurrency [21], the blockchain’s invention
solves the double-spending problem without the need of a central server
or a trusted authority for Bitcoin. For businesses [22], by offering the
ability to build secure and real-time communication networks, blockchain
maintains the promise of transactional transparency. For healthcare [23],
blockchain promotes security by keeping an incorruptible, decentralized,
and transparent log of all patient data. While blockchain is transparent,
it can protect medical data’s sensitivity by concealing any individual’s
identity with complex and secure codes. The technology’s decentralized
nature also allows patients, doctors, and healthcare providers to quickly and
safely share the same information. Following the blockchain’s principle, the
blockchain-based trusty buyer coalition scheme using a group signature is
proposed in this study to promote trust among the buyers while joining the
coalition.
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2 Literature Reviews
The literature reviews of this study include the buyer coalitions and
blockchain-based applications, which are provided in Sections 2.1 and 2.2,
respectively.
2.1 Buyer Coalitions
A buyer coalition is a group of buyers who negotiate with sellers at a higher
discount to purchase similar goods. Buyer groups are becoming increasingly
relevant. One explanation is that consumers will increase their bargaining
power and negotiate more favorably with sellers to purchase products at
lower prices [24]. Another reason is that a buyer coalition helps reduce the
cost of communication between buyer and seller. If the lot price is less than
the normal retail price, it is advantageous for the buyer group to purchase
in bulk. On the other hand, sellers can profit from selling the items in
larger bundles. Bargain hunters who are reluctant to pay full price for a
selling item but are willing to wait a few days for a lower price to become
available are motivated by group buying [25], which exists both in commerce
and in-service industries—such as insurance—to pursue better deals for a
group [9].
In general, all buyer alliance models have several stages [26]. First, the
coalition leader, or a representative of the coalition, negotiates with the sellers
to provide goods or services in a stage called negotiation. The next stage is
the electing or voting stage, when the members nominate a coalition leader
to oppose those offers. Not all coalition formation processes involve this
stage. Next, in the coalition formation stage, the coalition leader invites new
members to join his party. Then, during the payment collection stage, the
coalition leader is in charge of collecting fees from coalition partners and
ensuring that the entire sum is paid to the sellers. Once a contract is completed
and the purchased goods arrive, they can deliver goods to coalition members
in the execution/distribution stage.
For a buyer coalition, two main stages are involved: finding a coalition
structure and splitting the surplus among the coalition buyers. Within the first
structure, the buyer coalition research can be grouped into three categories:
the buyer coalition with substitute items or a combination of items, the
buyer coalition with either complete or incomplete information, and the buyer
coalition with trusting relationships between agents or awareness level. The
grouped buyer coalition research is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1

The grouped buyer coalition research

Coalition Formation Research
Items

Coalitions with substitute items [18]
Coalitions with complementary items [17]
Coalitions with bundles of items [5, 27]

Information

Coalitions with incomplete information [9,16]
Coalitions with uncertain or heterogeneous information [6]

Trust

The trusting relationships between agents in a buyer coalition [18]
Coalitions with various levels of awareness that buyers may have about other
roles’ actions/intentions [28]
The trust is considered by investing ‘centrality’, ‘closeness’, and
‘betweenness’ attributes of the coalition leader [29]

It is unlikely that a buyer will join a group if they do not trust the other
members’ integrity. Many people express their faith in an unknown trustee
by using the word “trust”, which can be defined in a variety of ways [30].
However, direct confidence in a third party is not mentioned. In this analysis,
the group signature was used and a buyer-partner system on the blockchain
that is both reliable and secure is proposed. Ultimately, buyers who join a
coalition should have a sense of trust in one another.
2.2 Blockchain-based Applications
Blockchain-based applications have attracted tremendous interest among
many researchers for different purposes. For traceability purposes,
blockchain technology was applied to design the software architecture community in a real-world project, called originChain, that was built for a case
study of imported product traceability. The blockchain-based traceability
system was constructed to restructure the current system by replacing the
central database with blockchain [31]. It also introduced opportunities to
apply blockchain to the agri-food industry [32], where blockchain technology
can ensure food safety and integrity through a decentralized approach [33].
For the purpose of data storage, a blockchain-based decentralized storage
scheme was proposed to enhance the full use of remaining personal disk space
and solve the waste of resources [34]. Moreover, Kumar and Tripathi [35]
proposed a blockchain-based framework for data storage that would share
files by using content-addressable block storage in the peer-to-peer model.
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For security purposes, Balaji et al. [36] proposed a secured and decentralized
file transfer application based on a private blockchain network, which can
be applied in small organizations. This application provided high-security
file sharing by employing some algorithms from the cryptography aspect
to safely encrypt the file. Patel [37] introduced a framework for secure and
decentralized medical imaging data sharing through blockchain consensus.
The proposed blockchain framework can enhance parties’ consensus without
relying on a central authority and eliminate third parties’ access to protect
personal health information. Recently, blockchain technology was applied
in the food supply chain system to enhance information security, product
quality, and safety management [38]. An application of blockchain technology can secure the data obtained from the financial transaction system,
which can only be accessed by authorized clients using M2M authentication. Mainly, blockchain technology can protect the local system’s data by
using hashing [39]. Furthermore, a blockchain-based secure data sharing
mechanism was proposed for distributed vehicular networks. This proposed
mechanism can enhance security and privacy by incorporating the symmetric
key cryptographic mechanism and providing a trust management mechanism
to determine the authenticity of the nodes involved in the network [40]. In
recent years, blockchain has been introduced widely for voting [41–43] and
itself has introduced many business models in different applications, such as
electrical trading [44–46], smart agriculture [47, 48], and healthcare services
[49–51].

3 Theoretical Background
3.1 Auction
An auction is a process of purchasing and selling products or services by
putting them up for sale, taking bids, and then selling or buying the item
from the highest or lowest bidder [52]. There are four basic types of auctions
that are commonly used and studied. First, in an ascending auction, the price
is gradually increased until only one bidder remains, and that bidder wins the
item at the final price. Conversely, in a descending auction, the auctioneer
begins with a very high price and gradually lowers it until a bidder declares
that she will accept the current offer. In a first-price seal-bid auction, each
bidder submits a single bid without seeing the other bidders’ offers, and the
item is sold to the bidder with the highest bid; the winner pays the highest or
“first” price bidder (i.e., the winner pays her bid). Finally, in a second-price
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sealed-bid auction, each bidder submits a single bid without seeing other bids,
and the item is sold to the bidder who makes the highest bid; the price she
pays is the second-highest bidder’s bid, or “second price”.
3.2 Digital Signatures
A digital signature is a mathematical scheme for verifying the proper message
transmission [53]. A private key and a public key are used for validation in
the digital signature [54]. Typically, the recipient uses their public key to
encrypt the data and their private key to decrypt it. More specifically, the
private key is used to encrypt a smaller version of the digest message, while
the public key is used at the receiver point to decrypt the digested message,
with the receiver verifying receipt of the digested message. These two parallel processes occur at the same time. Furthermore, the original message
is sent without encryption or decryption. Instead, the original message is
sent to the recipient through the Message Digest algorithm and the result
of these two processes is compared to the message received. The two parallel
processes are shown in Figure 1. The development of the Message Digest
sender and encryption algorithms is one of the processes. The other process
indicates that the original message was sent without creating a Message
Digest or encrypting/decrypting the sender/recipient point. Figure 1 also
shows the receiver-side information on the two parallel processes above,
where Message Digest is created and encrypted messages from the previous
process are decrypted. If the results of the above two processes are the
same, it will indicate that the message is authentic. Otherwise, the message
received will be considered not authenticated, and then the signature would be
validated.
3.3 Group Signature
A group signature scheme, one of the famous digital signature techniques,
was introduced by Chaum and van Heyst [55] and allows each group member
to anonymously produce signatures on behalf of the group. However, in a
dispute, the identity of a signature’s originator can be revealed by a designated
entity, which is applied for such security applications as electronic auction
and electronic voting. Unlike ordinary signature schemes, group signature
schemes allow any member of a group of signatories to sign documents
on behalf of the group. This study mainly focuses on the group signature
scheme’s properties in Table 2.
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Figure 1
Table 2

Digital signature [54].

Group signature scheme’s properties

CORRECTNESS

Signatures that are produced using the SIGN command by a
group member must be accepted by VERIFY party.

UNFORGEABILITY

Only members of a group can sign messages on behalf of
the group.

ANONYMITY

Identifying the actual signatory is unfeasible for everyone
but the group manager after having the given valid signature
of some messages.

UNLINKABILITY

It is unfeasible to determine if the same group member
computed two different valid signatures.

EXCULPABILITY

No group member may produce signatures on behalf of
other members, not even the group manager.

COALITION-RESISTANCE

No subset of group members should obtain and produce
legitimate group signatures that are untraceable (perhaps
including the group manager).

3.4 Smart Contract
Blockchain technology was introduced when Satoshi Nakamoto invented
Bitcoin in 2008. It provided the software-based authentication, confirmation,
recording, and integrity necessary for currency transfers. Furthermore, the
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Figure 2

General procedure of Nakamoto consensus protocol (adopted from [56]).

blockchain structure is an append-only data structure, which ensures that new
blocks of data can be added to it, but it cannot be modified or removed. In
accordance with the stochastic consensus protocol based on Proof-of-Work
(PoW), the blockchain method uses a decentralized public ledger to test how
the blockchain achieves consensus. The abstract version of the Nakamoto
consensus protocol is shown in Figure 2. Additionally, the blockchain can
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form based on public or private modes. First, public blockchains give read
access and the ability to transact to any user on that network. This type is often
used for cryptocurrencies (e.g., Bitcoin and Ethereum). Alternatively, private
blockchain not only limits both write access and read access to specific
participants, who are able to verify their transaction internally.
For blockchain, smart contracts are lines of code that are stored and automatically executed on a blockchain when predetermined terms and conditions
are met. Nobody may modify the code or alter its execution actions once the
smart contract is deployed. Thus, smart execution of contracts guarantees, as
written, binding parties to an agreement. This binding provides a powerful
new form of trust that does not currently exist. The detailed features will be
covered in Section 4.

4 Proposed Buyer Coalition Scheme
For this research, buyers and third parties (or authorities) can trust blockchain
technology. First, the buyers and the third party will register on blockchain
technology. Buyers then give a reservation price, which is the highest price
that the buyer is still willing to pay for a single purchase from a seller on
the blockchain. It is signed with a group signature scheme and written on
the decentralized public ledger. When it is time to pay the coalition prices,
the third party forms a coalition and publishes the hashed coalition prices of
buyers in a coalition and the item’s price schedule, which—in a homomorphic
cryptosystem—is encrypted. The buyers define their coalition prices, and, in
turn, the third party opens their payments. Moreover, if the total amount of
buyer payments does not equal the sum of received coalition prices, third
parties will ask the blockchain to find fraudulent buyers by sending the
blockchain the obtained group signatures, corresponding buyer payments,
and encrypted price schedule.
The price schedule and the reservation prices cannot be deduced through
blockchain because they are written on a decentralized public ledger. The
blockchain system will measure each buyer’s actual coalition prices, thus
identifying the misbehaving buyers, such as those who have committed the
payments that differ from the actual coalition price. As buyers often pay
their coalition price to the third party, the proposed scheme is right. The
proposed framework would also increase the transparency that the originators
of wrongdoing can still uncover, and an appropriate punishment mechanism
can be applied to prevent repeated misconduct. Finally, the inability to link
buyers and their coalition prices is imposed by the proposed framework.
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Figure 3

Three-phase proposed scheme.

In this section, an informal description of our buyer coalition process is
described.
4.1 Proposed Mechanism Overview
The proposed scheme consists of two participants: the buyers and the third
party. Initially, the third-party will form a coalition. Then, the buyers who
want to join the coalition will place their reservation prices using the
blockchain mechanism. In Figure 3, the proposed scheme is organized into
three phases.
In the first phase, the third party opens a buyer coalition with a seller’s
price schedule. The seller’s unit price of the item is represented in the
following algorithms by a descending function P: a -> real number, where
P(a) is a unit price that the seller would expect from selling a bundle of size
‘a’ of the item ‘t’.
The second phase is bidding. Buyers who want to join the buyer coalition
will need registration to the blockchain system first. Then, buyers create
his/her private keys and digital signature for their reservation price and
broadcast or send them to other buyers in the coalition on the blockchain
system.
Because of the buyers’ discounted price, the third phase is conducting the
purchase and dividing payoffs between buyers. This step calculates coalition
prices through third party algorithms 1 and 2, which are comprehensively
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summarized by Figures 9 and 10, respectively. The inputs to these algorithms
are buyer reservation prices and the seller’s actual price schedule. The third
party cannot reduce the price schedule or modify any reservation prices
because both price schedule and reservation price will be recorded in the
blockchain.
After all, each buyer’s coalition price is always lower than or equal to that
buyer’s reservation price. These returns result from the excess between the
buyer’s reserve price and the seller’s price. Therefore, the coalition’s price is
the reservation price of the buyer minus any payout to the sellers.
4.2 Design Buyer Coalition Smart Contract in Blockchain
A use case diagram is a description of the dedication of a user of the software
that shows the relationship of the user to the different use cases in which the
user is engaged. The use case diagram of the buyer coalition smart contract
is shown in Figure 4.
In Figure 4, the main actors are the third party, which can self-register
and will form a buyer coalition, and the buyers, who can self-register, place
a reservation price or bid, and get the coalition price. In addition, buyers in
a buyer coalition forming process are registered first before the bidding time,
and there are some conditions as follows:
(1) Registration must be completed before proposing.
(2) The functions cannot be called in any order.

Figure 4

The use case diagram of the buyer coalition smart contract.
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Figure 5

The finite state machine of the buyer coalition smart contract.

(3) Bidding is opened only for a specified period of time and specific item.
(4) The winner can only be determined after the forming buyer coalition is
complete.
Note that the use case diagram provides only static details. Therefore,
the design principle and the captured dynamics with a finite state machine
diagram are applied, as shown in Figure 5.
A description of a Finite State Machine (FSM) is used to define the processes through which knowledge or tasks transfer from one state to another
for action, under a set of rules [57].
This FSM is composed of:
(1) States, including a starting state and one or more ending states, indicated
by double circles.
(2) Transitions that take one state to another.
(3) Inputs that bring out the transitions (such as T = 0, T + 10 days, and
T + 11 days)
(4) Zero or more outputs during transitions that happen in the indicated
states (e.g., registration (Regs), bidding (Bid), and get coalition price
(Done))
From Figure 4, the system begins its operation after initialization in the
Init state and then transitions into the Regs state, where registration can take
place. Thirty minutes before the start bidding state, the system moves from
the registration state into the bidding state. The bidding phase takes about
y hours, after which the system enters the done state, at which point the
coalition price can be requested. Transitions in this case are temporal, or
time-driven, with Time = x o’clock = 30 minutes, Time = x o’clock + y
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costb

Table 3 Notations
Payment of the committed coalition price to buyer b

sid

The coalition structure’s selection session identifier

SigX (m)

The signature m was created by principal x

Gsb (m)

Group signature of the m message generated by member of group b

gpk(G)

Public key for group G

pk(X)

Principal X’s public key

sk(X)

Principal X’s private key

h(m)

Message m’s hash value

Encpk(X) (m)

The message m is encrypted with the X public key pk (X)

cb

The buyer’s coalition price

payb

The number of coalition prices that buyer b is currently paying to the third
party

rb

The reservation price for the buyer b

hours, and Time = x o’clock + y hours + z minutes limiting the duration of
each phase. These dynamic rules for transitioning through the buyer coalition
process must be captured in the smart contract to enable trust. Lastly, all
protocols will be processed through digital signature and group signature.
4.3 Protocol Specifications
The four-part protocol is provided in this section. Such protocol sections
include set-up, auction, establishment, and agreement of the buyer coalition,
and they are discussed below. The notations used in this scheme are shown in
Table 3.
4.3.1 Set-up
This step aims to establish a user ID or a PIN for the user. A third party who
wants to create a buyer coalition will register, and the blockchain system will
generate a PIN or user ID for the third party. Then, the third party creates the
buyer coalition. Finally, buyers who want to join the coalition will register,
and the blockchain system will generate a PIN or user ID for the buyer. The
set-up protocol is shown in Figure 6.
4.3.2 Bidding
The process aims to show that buyers periodically submit reservation price
signatures to the blockchain system and write the reservations to blockchain
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Figure 6

Figure 7

The set-up protocol.

Protocol for coalition bidding.

transactions. A message from buyer b who is a member of group G is denoted
by (<rb , G>, Gsb (h(rb )), where (rb , G) is the reserve price. If desired, the
other buyers can verify Gsb (h(rb )) with the community public key gpk(G)
after receiving this message. From Figure 7, the third party starts to form a
coalition. Then, the buyers write their reservation price to a transaction on the
blockchain system. Finally, the third party stops forming a coalition after all
buyers position their reservation price or expire periodically.
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4.3.3 Formation of a buyer coalition
A buyer coalition is created during this phase. Each of the elements in L’ is
the form (h(cb ), where L’ is the set of prices including the tuples of group
G. Additionally, rb denotes the reservation price of buyer b. The coalition
composition protocol is shown in Figure 8.
From Figure 8, the third party forms a buyer coalition when the time is
reached, and then divides the discounts and payoffs through Algorithms 1 and
2, respectively. Later, the third party appends the coalition price of all buyers
to a transaction in the blockchain system. Then, the system broadcasts to all
buyers, who will have to verify their validity after receiving the message.
Then, the buyers will check whether their coalition prices are equal to or less
than the buyers’ reservation price so that they will return to the blockchain
system. Afterwards, the coalition buyer is formed based on an existing
study [58].

Figure 8

Protocol for the formation of a coalition.
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4.4 Mechanism for Coalition Formation
As soon as all buyers are included in the coalition, the buyers with the lowest
reservation prices will be removed one at a time until the coalition’s utility
value is greater than zero. A coalition structure G will be created in this study
based on which has the highest number of buyers with non-negative utility or
an empty coalition structure G*, and the algorithm will stop. Figure 9 shows
the algorithm for creating and controlling coalitions.
There are two parts for next step. First, the actual rebates for all G∗ coalition buyers are calculated using Algorithm 1. Then, the minimum discounts
∗
necessary and the actual discounts of all buyers are compared in the G∗ \G .
∗
If the minimum discount required for any purchaser in G∗ \G is greater than
or equal to the actual discounts of the purchaser, the purchaser will be added
∗
to G∗ . Then, these two steps are repeated until no more G∗ \G buyers are
added to G∗ . Finally, there will be the calculation of the coalition price for
each purchaser in coalition G. The algorithm for dividing the total discount
of coalition G∗ is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 9

Algorithm 1: Structure selection of coalitions [59].
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Figure 10

Algorithm 2: Division of the coalition’s total discount [59].

5 Security Properties and Analysis
In this section, the correctness and the accountability properties are studied.
The details are shown as follows.
5.1 Correctness
Buyers pay for their own coalition prices, and the ledger/blockchain collects
the accurate amount of coalition prices. According to realistic coalition price
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scenarios, there are two underlying assumptions. First, there is no intention
for a buyer to pay more than his actual coalition prices. Second, others want
no loss of buyers’ coalition prices.
Let cb be the actual amount of coalition prices to be charged by buyer b,
and buyer b’s actual payment for coalition prices is payb , which writes to a
transaction after this scheme has been processed.
DEFINITION 1 (CORRECTNESS). If the scheme needs no loss of coalition
buyer prices and buyers have no intention of paying more than their coalition
prices, then pay b = cb .
Correctness of both the buyers and the ledger/blockchain are proven as
follows.
1. By contradiction, this scheme forces each buyer to pay his real coalition
price; that is, pay b = Cb . Suppose that a buyer b has paid lower real
coalition prices, or pay b < cost b .
2. The information of every step will be broadcasted. Therefore, it can
detect such a situation and force the buyer to pay the rest.
THEOREM 1.1 The proposed coalition scheme guarantees accountability
In this scheme, a buyer cannot pay less because the consensus algorithm
is processed in the consensus protocol.
5.2 Accountability
This property will detect malicious behavior. If a malicious action occurs, it
can identify its originator.
DEFINITION 2 (ACCOUNTABILITY). Let X’ ⊆ X be the attacks that
currently occur in coalition price sessions during the implementation of this
framework. For any β ∈ X’, our scheme is able to provide a set of evidence,
E’ ∈ P(E), and there is a feature finding function:
P(E) × X → Usuch that find (E0 , β) = attacker(β).
The main theorem is used to show that the specified properties are met by
our buyer coalition scheme.
THEOREM 2.1 The proposed coalition scheme guarantees correctness
THEOREM 2.2 The proposed coalition scheme guarantees accountability
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Accountability. In this scheme, the set B is composed of the following
misbehaviors:
• β1 : corrupt buyers write lower coalition price payment to transaction;
• β2 : malicious buyers deny paying coalition prices;
• β3 : the third party attaches wrong coalition prices to transaction;
The accountability is secured against the misbehaviors in B given the
following conditions.
1. Assume α = (β1 , b) happens (i.e., pay b < C b ). For this case, b would
be discovered by the Nakamoto consensus protocol.
2. Assume (β2 , b) happens. For this case, b would be discovered by the
Nakamoto consensus protocol.

6 Discussion and Limitations
Blockchain and group signature alleviate the issue of buyer coalition’s trust
because the buyer coalition is formed through a decentralized public ledger.
The current study’s proposed algorithmic architecture protects customers’
privacy within the alliance while ensuring that operations and organizations are both right and accountable. Furthermore, the proposed scheme
allows the buyer to pay appropriately for the right coalition. In addition,
the scheme is correct because the third party and blockchain collect an
accurate sum of coalition rates from buyers and because it enforces transparency by being able to identify wrongdoers. Using an additional trusted
blockchain function is observed in this theory. As a result, there is full trust
in the blockchain network in the proposed scheme that the data obtained,
such as reservation prices or coalition prices, are stored in all peer-to-peer
nodes.
One significant drawback of the analysis is implementing a simplified
case scenario to prevent unnecessary volume and presentation. Although
this can be considered a limitation, this algorithm can accommodate more
complex situations. Another limitation of this study was the absence of proof
of concept, which can be demonstrated using a software simulation system.
The current study does not provide any of these facilities, but focuses on
the widespread logic and mechanism to establish trustful relationships. This
evidence, however, sets out the future studies of the authors as discussed
below.
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7 Conclusion
This work suggested algorithmic architecture using blockchain technology
for a novel buyer partnership scheme with trust. Neither of the proposed buyer
coalition schemes discussed the trusting relationships in buyer coalitions,
which is the significant gap in the current report’s information because a
lot of buyers might not be able to enter the coalitions without these trustful relationships. Therefore, a new trusting buyer coalition scheme using
blockchain technology was proposed in this study. This suggested scheme
used blockchain technology to create and maintain the trust mentioned
above, and to achieve the trust objective. Mathematical notations include
the suggested algorithmic architecture, which can then be translated into
computerized implementation codes. Additionally, the discovered algorithm
can be applied to mobile commerce applications. Future studies might focus
on the production process and the review of criteria by the buyer coalition
users.
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